
IT'S 
CONNECTED CONFERENCE



THE COMPLETE CONFERENCE SOLUTION
Connected Conference is an extremely flexible and powerful software suite for 
conference and discussion systems. From preparing your meeting to live webcasting and 
publication of the meetings on the internet.

THE SOLUTION FOR: 

Connected Conference is the ideal solution 
for every organization looking for an 
always-fit Conference solution. This means 
you will receive the best possible layout 
without all the possibilities you don’t need 
or want. You don’t need to work around the 
software, the software will work around you! 
 

SOUNDS FAMILIAR?

Are you looking for an easy way to prepare 
your meetings? Without having to learn 
different kinds of software? One control 
user interface instead of multiple screens? 
 
With Connected Conference you can 
easily prepare your meeting in a 
simple Excel file. This is the foundation 
of the complete automatic chain. 
 
Would you like to manage your meeting 
in a user-friendly way? Do you now have 
problems with empty seats or maybe 
switched seats? Do you need to keep track 
of the speech time and be able to start and 
manage polls or voting?  

Connected Conference makes it easy! 
The ‘drag and drop’ function allows you 
to replace attendees to the correct seat 
with ease. Connected Conference also 
has a user-friendly interface which 
allows you to manage your meeting 
from just a tablet or PC.  

With Connected Conference you can check 
and edit a produced clip, publish it or stream 
the meeting live and when you’re done, the 
meeting can be archived.
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FULL AUTOMATIC,
EASY CONTROL, FROM PREPARATION TO PUBLISHING



FLEXIBLE AND EASY TO USE

FOR THE SECRETARY, 
CHAIRMAN AND MORE

When a secretary (or someone else) is 
desired, Cmeets allows them to simply 
prepare a meeting in Excel. Meeting data, 
such as delegate’s name and agenda are 
easily controlled from a tablet or PC. The 
agenda, delegates, cameras, microphones, 
voting results, presentations, recording and 
web streaming are all controlled from one 
simple interface.

It is possible to show picture in picture, 
picture next to picture, switch between 
public and confidential, video overlaying 
and automatic camera control. 

The interface is straightforward and very 
simple to use! Once you’ve filled in the 
Excel, the rest will follow automatically. 

AUTOMATIC 
CAMERA CONTROL

Control the video cameras manually 
or let the system automatically zoom 
in and turn to the active speaker. 
No additional video mixer is needed!    

VIDEO OVERLAYING

Multiple video overlay functionalities are 
supported simultaneously. When there are 
two delegates speaking simultaneously, the 
system will automatically crop both video 
feeds and put them into a split-screen. You 
can easily show the name, party and other 
information layered on the video signal.

One interface. One workflow. One easy way of preparing and controlling your meetings 
and conferences. Connected Conference is an automatic chain, with manual overrides 
options.







One seamless integration: Prepare and control, recording, live streaming and website 
publication in one easy workflow. It’s Connected Conference!

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

IN-HOUSE USERS

For the in-house users it is important to have reliable encoding, recording and live streaming, 
for editting, review and search when needed. LogDepot, as part of Connected Conference,  
captures audio and video feeds from your meeting rooms. It creates the live streams you need for 
webcasting and records all the formats you desire, for transcription, web publication, archiving 
and broadcast services. At the same time it will automatically capture all relevant metadata, 
such as speaker names and agenda items. Designed for multi-lingual operation, creating live 
streams and Video-on-Demand files can easily be done for each language individually. Automatic 
24/7 recording means the system is always recording and you will never miss a meeting. 
 
After recording, review the meeting and prepare for publishing by correcting possible errors 
and fine tuning data. Publish the recorded content to a website, an internal network or portal 
or long-term archive. Browsing through the material and searching for specific items and/or 
fragments is easy by searching the metadata information.

 
LogDepot offers the functionalities for each department within the in-house users, such as 
broadcast services, web services, archiving and other departments. 

FULL AUTOMATIC,
EASY CONTROL, FROM PREPARATION TO PUBLISHING



PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

ConnectedViews is multi browser, multi device compatible. It will provide the end-user 
with the best viewing and playback experience. It enables you to share content with public 
and private users just by exporting a clip from LogDepot. Share content via Social Media 
and stream one or many different live channels coming from any room.  You can also add 
documents to time stamped metadata subjects.

CONNECTEDVIEWS
YOUR LIVE STREAMING AND VIDEO ON DEMAND PLATFORM

ConnectedViews as part of Connected Conference is your live streaming and video-on-
demand sharing platform 

LIVE AND ON DEMAND

Our last piece of the puzzle is the in the cloud 
(or your local private cloud) video-on-demand 
and live streaming service. As an organization 
you want to create more public involvement 
and this is possible with ConnectedViews. Due 
to it’s seamless integration, you can create a 
live stream by clicking the button directly in the 
Cmeets interface or let it happen automatically. 

The end-user will see the live stream with metadata in the ConnectedViews portal.  
It’s also possible to publish video-on-demand.  
After the in-house users have fine tuned the conference or meeting, it’s ready for 
publishing. This can happen automatically or once the clip is approved.

 
ConnectedViews offers multi-lingual  
user interfaces, multi-lingual audio 
tracks (translation channels) and multi-
lingual metadata possibilities, all from 
one portal!
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